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1. Introduction
This submission is made on behalf of the Institute for Economic Justice (IEJ) by Mr Neil Coleman.
The IEJ is a new progressive economic policy think-tank located in South Africa. IEJ’s core objective is to
provide policy makers and progressive social forces in South Africa with access to rigorous economic
analysis, and well thought through policy options, as a basis for concrete interventions. Interventions
proposed by the IEJ seek to advance social justice, promote equitable economic development that realises
socio-economic rights, and ensure a thriving, democratic, environmentally sustainable, and inclusive
economy that places the needs of the majority at the centre.
Neil Coleman was the lead negotiator for Labour in the NEDLAC Wage Inequality Task Team that
considered the implementation of a national minimum wage (NMW). The submission is therefore made
with detailed knowledge and experience of the manner in which the negotiations unfolded, and the issues
at stake in the Bills. This said, despite this historical role, the submission is in no way a submission on
behalf of Labour. The submission is made on behalf of the IEJ, of which Neil Coleman is co-director.
Our focus in this submission is not confined to the technical details of the Bills. Rather we attempt to take
a broader view, by looking at the key strategic objectives of introducing the NMW, and measure the Bills
against these yardsticks. In doing this, it is necessary to grapple with the details of the Bills, and suggest
additional clauses, or alternative wording, to achieve the objectives which have been set out.
To this end, we attach some proposed amendments to the amended version of the Bills adopted by the
National Assembly for the members of this Committee to consider. A summary of recommendations is
also contained at the end of each section, and highlighted in red.
Unfortunately, the amendments made by the National Assembly do not address some of the fundamental
concerns raised by social partners, civil society, and various research and policy bodies, including the IEJ.
We are hoping that a number of these issues will be addressed by the NCOP Select Committee. It is critical,
given the importance of these Bills, that we get them right the first time, particularly on critical issues
relating to their architecture. Given previous experience, we are cognoscent of the reality that there may
not be another opportunity to correct the identified defects for many years to come.
We also want to raise concerns with the role of the Department of Labour in the process so far, as
reflected in the passage of the Bills through the Labour Portfolio Committee. We fully associate ourselves
with the statement on this matter issued by the Wits NMW RI, which is attached.

2. The objectives of introducing a National Minimum Wage
The introduction of a National Minimum Wage (NMW) was not an isolated intervention. It was always
seen as part of a strategy to ensure structural change in the apartheid labour market. The Ekurhuleni
Declaration which initiated the process did so with reference to the importance of wage income, the
legacy of low wages, and the persistence of poverty and inequality. This was reflected in the mandate
given to the negotiations which made it clear that the intervention was intended to go beyond the
introduction of a minimum wage floor for the most vulnerable and exploited workers.
An indication of this is the naming of the Nedlac structure which negotiated the NMW the Wage Inequality
Task Team (WITT) rather than the NMW task team. The WITT was charged with the responsibility of
looking at ways to transform South Africa’s inequitable wage structure, both through the use of a NMW,
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and through other mechanisms. It is also significant that the negotiators were tasked to look at the
introduction of comprehensive social security to address income poverty, the role of employment equity
measures in combating wage inequality, the role of public works programmes etc.
The Bills before the Select Committee consider important aspects of the NMW architecture which relate
to these broader strategic objectives, such as: the relationship between the NMW and other measures to
protect vulnerable workers (for instance, through sectoral determinations); the role of the NMW in
promoting collective bargaining; and an approach to reducing wage inequality. Therefore the way in which
Parliament resolves these questions, many of which are highly contested in these Bills, will determine
whether the Bills achieve their intended objectives.
So what are the broader considerations in light of which the Bills should be assessed?
Fundamentally, the NMW is intended to be part of a new national wage policy, which aims to
reconfigure the wage structure, and overcome the apartheid cheap labour legacy, which still
characterises the reality facing the vast majority of SA workers.
This new wage policy should be seen as part of a broader socio-economic transformation agenda: by
enabling working people to achieve a decent standard of living, it both unleashes economic productivity,
and helps to drive domestic demand in the economy, which can be harnessed to support the mass
production of locally produced goods.
At the same time, this transformation, by eliminating ultra-exploitative employment practices, can
promote greater investment in people, including their training and skilling, and help to promote a higher
productivity economy, and eliminate old baaskap employment practices in the workplace.
A new wage policy must aim to radically reduce unacceptably high levels of wage and income inequality,
combined with other interventions needed to achieve this. The highest earning 10%, on average, earn 82
times the lowest earning 10%, while the wealthiest 10% own 90-95% of the countries’ assets.
The wage policy must aim to eliminate working poverty, in which workers work full time (and often long
hours of overtime) yet they and their families live in poverty, unable to afford basic necessities, such as
adequate food, shelter, health care, clothing, education. This is particularly true of black and women
workers, 59% and 58% of whom, respectively, earn wages below the working poverty line. The NMW is
one, important element of a package to raise the incomes of working people. Because of the reality of
high unemployment, and the fact that the unemployed rely on low-paid workers, the NMW has to be
supplemented by social protection measures, in particular to introduce income support for the
unemployed.
It is also clear that the new wage policy needs to be supplemented by an effective employment strategy.
The debate on the impact of a NMW on employment has been comprehensively canvassed in the
negotiations, and in the international literature. The conclusion is that the NMW, if correctly
implemented, is, in the long run, most likely to have a neutral impact on employment. The NMW Expert
Panel, and the ILO, concurred with this view.
However, if it is true that brutal repression of wages will not create employment, rising wages will also
not inevitably generate employment, unless other appropriate policies are put in place. It is possible that
increasing demand in the economy generated by rising wage levels could stimulate increased
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employment, but this will only happen if the correct policy interventions are made in areas such as
macroeconomic policy (e.g. through fiscal stimulus measures, and falling interest rates), well-resourced
and well-targeted industrial policy interventions, measures to promote and channel public and private
sector investment etc.
Finally, when the labour movement proposed the introduction of a NMW for South Africa, it asserted
that the NMW must be part of a comprehensive package which:
-

Promotes decent work and a living wage, using the NMW floor as a springboard;
Promotes comprehensive collective bargaining in all sectors of the economy, and that this
bargaining should improve on the NMW floor, and reconfigure the entire wage structure;
Establish comprehensive social protection which, combined with the NMW, and the reduction in
the cost of key public services, would significantly raise the income of poor households.

While the NMW and BCEA Bills cannot achieve all these objectives by themselves, they should where
appropriate and possible promote these objectives, and at the very least should not intervene in ways
which retard progress in achieving them. There are some real concerns in this regard which are set out
below.

3. Do the Bills achieve these objectives?
3.1 The NMW as contested terrain
It needs to be recognised that the introduction of a National Minimum Wage in important respects strikes
at a core element of apartheids political economy – the system of cheap labour. It is therefore not
surprising that such an intervention was regarded as threatening huge interests in the economy, and that
these interests have done everything in their power to block the introduction of the NMW, delay progress
in the negotiations, and water down the NMW (after business lost the battle to block the NMW).
This explains why the introduction of a NMW has taken longer to negotiate and finalise, than the
negotiations in the Constitutional Assembly! It also explains why the Bills under consideration are
incoherent in important respects, and undermine significant agreements reached in the negotiations
under the leadership of the then Deputy President.
As in all negotiations, the outcome contained in the Nedlac February 2017 Agreement on the NMW
reflected a compromise, and the balance of power between the parties, and this agreement is the key
reference point, with all its weaknesses. But the Select Committee should consider the fact that the Bills
themselves were not a product of engagement in Nedlac.
The submissions of the Community Constituency and Labour to Nedlac, the submission of Organised
Labour to the DOL and Parliament, and the wording of the Nedlac Report to Parliament reflect the reality
that the draft Bills were introduced without engagement on their content. Social partners were not
involved either in the drafting of the Bills (contrary to previous practice where constituencies had
representatives on the drafting committee), nor consultation around new elements contained in the Bill
(e.g. on the phasing out of Sectoral Determinations). Nor were important elements of the February 2017
agreement (such as annual increases, and the medium-term target) taken forward adequately.
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Therefore it must not be assumed that what was contained in the Bills before Parliament represented a
Nedlac agreement.
We look below at the main clauses of the NMW and BCEA Bills, and whether they advance the objectives
set out above.

3.2 The NMW level
The level of the national minimum wage will be R20/hour, or R3464 a month for 40 hours per week, and
R3897 a month for 45 hours a week.1
The adequacy of the proposed level of R20 per hour has to be considered against two broad benchmarks:
-

The extent to which it will improve the existing wages of low paid workers; and
How far it goes in meeting the demands of workers, and the objective requirements needed to
get low paid workers and their families out of poverty.

Statements based on estimates of the NMW Panel of experts, that over 6 million workers will benefit from
the NMW, are probably significantly overstated for the following reasons: implementation of the NMW
in May 2018 rather than July 2017, as initially proposed by the Panel, will erode the NMWs value; there is
probably a significant underestimation in the statistics of the level of wages; and a number of informal
sector workers are unlikely to immediately benefit.
Nevertheless, the Wits National Minimum Wage Research Initiative (NMW RI) estimates that when
calculated in 2018 prices nearly 4,3 million low-wage workers – or one third of the formal sector
workforce – will have their wages raised when the NMW comes into effect. Ultra low wage levels will
increase to R20 p/h for formal sector workers; R18p/h for farm workers at 90% of the NMW; and R15p/h
for domestic workers at 75% of the NMW (this number of 4,3 million would be a bit higher if all informal
workers were included in the calculation) 2. These are the numbers who will benefit:
Table 1
-

Formal sector workers under R20 p/h in 2018:
Farm workers* under R18 p/h:
Domestic workers* under R15p/h:
TOTAL

3 048 780
509 482
728 680
4 286 942

*For farm and domestic workers, these figures include informal sector

So it is clear that the NMW (with qualifications outlined in the submission below) will be an improvement
for many low-paid workers. There are few countries where the NMW has benefited such a high proportion
of workers, and South Africa will be a leader in that regard. But we are also an outlier in terms of our
excessive levels of wage inequality, and therefore it is appropriate that the NMW affects a large
proportion of the working poor.

1

Some commentators have used an incorrect method to calculate the NMW, by assuming that you multiply the
hourly wage x 40 (or 45), to get the weekly wage, and then x 4, forgetting that there are more than 4 weeks in a
month. The official formula is to multiply the weekly wage x 4.33
2
See attached Appendix 1, which shows the number of workers earning less than R20 per hour at the end of 2016.
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However, many in mass organisations, social media, and commentators in general, have argued that this
amount is far too low. They have correctly pointed out that a worker earning R3 500 p/m (or even R3 900
p/m) cannot afford to provide the most basic necessities for their family 3. This is borne out by studies by
Saldru at UCT which show that the Minimum Living Level would have been R5544 for a household of four
in February 2016 prices, and therefore substantially more in 2018.
It also falls short of Labour’s demand in 2016 for a NMW of R4500p/m or R26p/h (which would be higher
in 2018 prices). At the same time, until December 2016, business negotiators were proposing a NMW of
around R2000 p/m or about R11.50 per hour. Therefore on the face of it, while inadequate, the agreement
constitutes a significant advance for Labour.
The agreed NMW level is therefore a compromise which will allow low-wage sectors to adjust, without an
excessive shock. However, this compromise is only acceptable if it is based on the understanding that
while the level is low, it is an improvement on existing wage levels, and constitutes a bulkhead which lays
the basis for further advances, if the appropriate provisions are in place. It therefore requires there be
significant progressive improvements in the real value of the NMW over time.
This is where consideration of the whole package in the Bills becomes so important, and where
consideration of the R20 p/h level in isolation may not be helpful. Any elements in the Bills which enhance
the value of the NMW going forward, or alternatively which undermine it, become very important to
consider.
Timeframes: All timeframes for promulgation, reviews and amendments to the level have been removed,
and there is no clarity as to when the NMW Commission will start operating. Some flexibility is
understandable given the failure to meet the 1 May 2018 deadline but it creates a great degree of
uncertainty. It is essential for predictability in this respect as changes to the NMW will also impact other
wages and collective bargaining in the economy.
Recommendations:
The Select Committee should ensure that aspects which relate to the value of the NMW, which are dealt
with in the sections below, need to be strengthened in the Bills particularly with regard to:
-

payment for minimum working hours;
deductions;
annual increases;
the medium-term target;
the protection and improvement of sectoral determination wages and conditions higher than the
NMW;
and the protection of collectively bargained wages and other wages which are higher than the NMW.

New target dates should be transparently stipulated.

3

See Pacsa statement http://www.pacsa.org.za/images/SUBMISSIONS/Media_Release_NMW_PACSA_Response_13_Feb_2017.pdf
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3.3 The NMW and Collective Bargaining
A concern has been expressed that employers will use the NMW to undermine higher wages in collective
bargaining agreements. Clause 4 (8) in the NMW Bill attempts to deal with this by making it an unfair
labour practice. This clause is inadequate because it only applies to individual employers (as opposed to
bargaining councils) and prevents unions from taking strike action in such an instance. This ploy was
attempted in the engineering sector by employers attempting to vary entry wages downward for new
workers.
There needs to be an effective clause in the Bill which prevents such abuse. In addition unions will have
to use their collective strength to build on the wage floor created by the NMW, particularly in the more
vulnerable sectors, recruit vulnerable workers, establish bargaining councils in those sectors, and act to
counter abuse by employers. In general the international experience of the NMW is that it advances and
promotes collective bargaining, rather than undermines it. However there must be deliberate policies and
legislative provisions, combined with effective organising by unions, to ensure that this is the case.
Recommendation
The Committee should consider inserting this provision in the NMW Bill:
4(9)
No wages or conditions of work prescribed by Sectoral Determinations or Bargaining
Council Agreements, or private contracts, which are more favourable than the NMW, may be
decreased after, or in anticipation of, the introduction of the NMW.

3.4 Hourly denomination
The introduction of a NMW denominated as an hourly minimum wage was the outcome of a proposal by
the NMW Expert Panel, after the negotiations had deadlocked for over a year. Parties had previously
considered a monthly NMW, but Labour and Community had supported the NMW being denominated in
hourly, weekly and monthly formats – where the weekly and monthly amounts are not necessarily simply
multiples of the hourly rate and where even part-time workers are guaranteed a certain weekly or
monthly minimum. The focus in the public domain on the figure of a R3500 p/m NMW (or R3900 p/m for
workers working a 45 hour week) to some extent distracted attention from the limitations of the hourly
approach. Nevertheless constituencies in Nedlac raised strong concerns about the impact of this
approach, and the danger of abuse, particularly in relation to the reduction of working hours, and the
need for payment for minimum working hours, and premium payments (dealt with below).
Recommendations
1. The NMW commission should review after the first year whether the hourly provision is being abused
(in conjunction with the issue of payment for minimum hours), and whether a weekly and/or monthly
NMW should be introduced in addition to the hourly NMW, as is practiced in some countries.
2. In the meantime a table should be included in schedule 1 of the NMW Bill, which sets out the weekly
and monthly equivalents of the NMW, in order to assist workers and employers to calculate the NMW.
This has previously been done by the DOL, e.g. with sectoral determinations.
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3.5 Working hours
The Bills provide that workers must be paid for a minimum of four hours a day. This by itself, while a step
in the right direction, is inadequate protection against casualisation, and doesn’t go far enough. A number
of sectoral determinations either require payment for a higher minimum number of hours (i.e. above
four), or require a premium on the hourly rate for workers working less than 27 hours a week; in retail for
example, those working less than 27 hours earn an hourly rate 25-30% higher than those working more
than 27 hours.

Summary of some current provisions on Working hours4
I. Limiting the categories of work that can be paid by the hour:
In the wholesale, retail and private security sectors, hourly wages can only be paid to casual
employees who do not have a fixed contract of employment and who work 24 hours or less a week.
Employees who work more than 24 hours a week must be paid a weekly or monthly wage;
In the domestic, forestry and farm work sector, full-time employees can reject being paid the hourly
wage; In road freight and logistics sectors workers can only be paid on a weekly basis.

II. Establishing premium wage rates for part-time workers:
In the private security sector, casual workers receive an additional 15% over the prescribed hourly
wage of a full-time employee.
In the retail and wholesale sector, employees who work less than 27 hours a week are paid 25%
above the hourly wage for a full-time worker but forfeit the right to premium payments for work on
Sunday, paid sick leave, and allowances for night work.
Domestic workers who work less than 27 hours a week are also entitled to a 25% premium rate.

III. Stipulating a minimum number of hours of work a day:
In the contract cleaning sector an employee must be paid for at least six hours on a given day,
regardless of the number of hours worked.
In the private security sector and domestic work sector, an employee who works less than four hours
a day is deemed to have worked four hours.
In the collective agreement for the motor industry, workers who work two hours or less, are paid
two and two third times the hourly wage.

The value of introducing an hourly NMW, particularly for the most vulnerable, low-paid workers, could be
seriously eroded if there are not mechanisms to ensure payment for a higher number of hours, as well as
premiums for part-time work to deter excessive casualisation. While the agreement provides that workers

4

This is a summary of research done for the Wits NMW RI by Ruth Castel-Branco. It only deals with Sectoral
Determinations, with the exception of the collective agreement for the motor industry.
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should not be worse off after the NMW introduction, and the NMW Bill provides that hours should not be
unilaterally reduced (but limits this to an unfair labour practice), this does not prevent the systematic
extension of part-time work to counter the NMW impact, including to new workers.
Labour had therefore proposed mechanisms to combat abuses related to working hours, to combat a
situation where workers merely work for transport and lunch. In addition to penalties to combat
downward variation of conditions, this could include: the provision of a daily payment for a minimum
number of five hours; a premium for working hours below eight hours a day; and/or the requirement of
weekly or monthly payment for work over a certain number of hours. These proposals draw on existing
agreements in sectoral determinations and collective bargaining agreements to combat such abuses.
The agreement in Nedlac was that the NMW Commission would investigate the feasibility of extending
minimum payment from four to five hours, but this is not given expression in the Bills.
Recommendations:
1. The Bills need to contain a transitional provision mandating the Commission to investigate the matter
of minimum payment for working hours.
2. The Commission should also investigate other mechanisms to counter abuse of part-time work,
including a sliding scale of premium payments, and a requirement for weekly or monthly payment
over a certain number of hours.
3. As recommended above, the Commission should review whether the NMW hourly denomination
should be changed, and daily/weekly/monthly denominations introduced.

3.6 Annual increases
The February 2017 NMW Agreement provides that while annual increases in the NMW should ‘not lead
to the erosion of the value of the NMW’, the actual increase will be subject to a host of factors. Labour
and Communities understanding of this agreement was that there will, at minimum, be inflation-linked
increases (so as not to erode the value), and that any increase above this will be considered by the NMW
Commission in the context of the factors listed in the agreement. This is in line with current practice in all
sectoral determinations of providing for inflation plus further increases.
If the NMW is to be part of a wage policy which deliberately raises the wages of low-paid workers faster
than that of the higher paid, it then follows logically that the NMW will have to increase at a level higher
than inflation, and that it should increase faster than average wages in the economy. Otherwise the gap
will continue to grow.
The NMW Bill therefore needs to contain provisions which clearly and unambiguously capture this
intention. Unfortunately, the draft NMW Bill muddies the water in this regard.
Recommendations:
Proposed amendments are attached which seek to capture this intention requiring, inter alia, that
1. The Commission must progressively improve the real value of the NMW;
2. The level of the increase above inflation will be determined by the other factors listed;
3. Inflation must be calculated based on the level of inflation faced by low-paid workers; and
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4. Minimum living levels for a family must be considered as one of the key factors in determining the
increase.

3.7 Medium-term target
Labour’s approach in the negotiations was that if the NMW starts from a relatively low level, when
compared to the basic subsistence needs of workers, then the NMW package must be designed in such a
way as to ensure a transformation of the wage structure through: progressively increasing the value of
the NMW over the medium term and deliberately reducing the excessive levels of wage inequality.
The provision in the February 2017 agreement that the NMW Commission, which will oversee
implementation of the NMW, must establish a medium-term target for the NMW, based on agreed
benchmarks, was an important step in this direction. While Labour’s preference had been for this
medium-term target to be set upfront through the negotiations, this commitment seemed to make it clear
that there must be a progressive improvement in the NMW to meet a target over the medium term.
However the NMW Bill fails to take forward this commitment in any meaningful way, and does not require
the medium-term target to be reached in specified timeframes, nor does it guide the Commission as to
what benchmarks should be used in establishing the target. This negates the intention of the target, and
the Committee needs to correct this.
Recommendations
1. The Commission must within its first year of operation stipulate the level which the national minimum
wage must achieve within 3-5 years of the Commission’s establishment.
2. The medium-term target should take into account appropriate benchmarks and relevant International
Labour Organization instruments, including the minimum living level; the internationally used ratios
between the NMW and average wage; and the average minimum in collective agreements.

3.8 Sectoral Determinations and the ECC5
The proposal to phase out sectoral determinations (SDs) in three years, and withhold powers from the
NMW Commission to oversee the SDs, was not part of the February 2017 agreement, and was unilaterally
introduced by the Department of Labour in the draft Bills. This was rejected by the portfolio committee,
but the powers now given in the Amended Bills to the Commission are extremely weak.
1. The role given to the NMW Commission in reviewing or adjusting SDs is completely dependent on the
Minister initiating this, which is particularly problematic in the light of the DOLs stated intention to
phase out SDs. It is important that the Commission be given a proactive role in this regard for a range
of reasons, including that the SDs need to be dynamically adjusted and that the Commission should
be able to holistically tackle conditions of vulnerable workers using both the NMW and SDs.
2. Further, the notion in S51 (3) of the BCEA Bill that wages in SDs, and associated conditions, will
automatically increase by the same percentage as the NMW contradicts the stated intention to allow

5

Note: the detail of the amendments on SDs have not been captured in the attached appendix because of the
complexity of the changes, and limited time. But the thrust of our proposals in this regard are contained in the
recommendations at the end of this section.
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the Commission to review SD wages and conditions, and deprives the Commission inter alia of a tool
to reduce wage inequality (by eg raising lower wages in SDs at a faster rate than higher wages).
3. The Minister no longer needs to consult with Nedlac before withdrawing or amending a SD.
Recommendations
This is a critical issue which must be addressed.
1. The NMW Commission must be given the necessary mandate to adjust SDs appropriately, and at their
own initiative.
Section 11 should be amended to empower the Commission to “(f) undertake reviews of existing
sectoral determinations and research regarding the establishment of new sectoral determinations
and advise the Minister on sectoral determinations on revisions to existing sectoral determinations
and the implementation of new sectoral determinations;”
2. All non-wage conditions must be explicitly protected, and the Commission given the mandate to
adjust these, as appropriate.
3. The provision requiring the Minister to seek the advice of NEDLAC on any amendment or withdrawal
of a sectoral determination must be reinstated

3.9 Deductions
The Bills allow for certain deductions from the NMW, and prohibit others, but:
1. We had raised a concern that the Bills do not regulate deductions for food and accommodation, but
instead prohibit them. This has been corrected by the NA amendment to Section 5 of the NMW Bill
which now provides:
5. (1) Despite any contract or law to the contrary, the calculation of a wage for the
purposes of this Act is the amount payable in money for ordinary hours of work
excluding—
(a) any payment made to enable a worker to work including any transport, equipment, tool, food or
accommodation allowance, unless specified otherwise in a sectorial (sic) determination;

2. We had also raised the concern that in the draft Bills there is no cap on the amount employers can
deduct. The NA has amended the NMW Bill as follows:
5 (4) Any deduction made from the remuneration of a worker must be in accordance
with section 34 of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, provided that a deduction
made in terms of section 34(1)(a) of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act does not
exceed one quarter of a worker’s remuneration.

This is welcome, but most be monitored to see if the provision is adequate.
3. The Bill doesn’t specifically prohibit deductions for employer contributions to medical aid, UIF etc
being taken off the NMW.
Recommendations
1. The Bill must prohibit deductions for employer contributions from the NMW.
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3.10

Exclusions and tiers

With the DOL having announced that all workers are covered by the NMW, and that the definition of
‘worker’ is not limited to ‘employee’ as defined in the BCEA etc., there is now clarity that the only
categories of workers currently not covered by the full NMW are farm, domestic and EPWP workers, as
well as learners. The decision to include farm and domestic workers at tiers in the NMW, however, could
have major benefits for these categories of workers, if they are brought up to 100% of the NMW over two
years, as agreed.
Despite being tiered at 75% and 90% respectively, domestic and farm workers will nevertheless be better
off when the NMW kicks in than they would have been had they continued to be covered by SDs. The
NMW RI calculates that at current rates of increase of SD wages in these sectors, they would not have
reached these tiered levels by June 2019 – domestics (non metro) workers would reach R13.79 in 2019
vs. the R15 tier agreed to for May 2018; and farm workers would reach R17.54 in 2019 vs the tiered level
of R18 which will cover farm workers in May 2018. Their inclusion as a tier of the NMW with a commitment
to increasing their wages to 100% will be an advance for these most exploited workers.
However, the Bills are currently unclear on the transitional arrangements to ensure incorporation of farm
and domestic workers into the full NMW.
The proposal on EPWP workers, pegging them at R11p/h is extremely problematic. The former DDG of
Treasury, Andrew Donaldson has stated publicly that the fiscus can support the incorporation of EPWP
workers into the NMW.
The R11p/h level is not even an inflation-based increase on the current minimum SD for EPWPs which is
R85 per day (a fraction under R88 per day or R11 per hour). Assuming inflation at a low level of just over
5%, an inflation level increase for the EPWP would be at least R90 per day. A R12 per hour minimum would
be R96 p/d or around a 12% increase on the current level.
Based on the figures given by the DPW in its submission to Nedlac, a 66% tier or R105 p/d would at most
cost the fiscus R3 billion.6 A R12 p/h or R96 p/d tier would therefore cost the fiscus an increase of R2.7
billion at the most. Given the large numbers of beneficiaries of the EPWP, and the fact that EPWP wages
are way below SD wages for the most vulnerable workers, this suggests that a moderate increase from
R85 p/d to R96 p/d is very reasonable.
Recommendations
1. Clear provisions need to be contained in the transitional arrangements to ensure that farm and
domestic workers are progressively incorporated into the full NMW – see attached amendments.
2. The tier for EPWP workers needs to be improved and an investigation undertaken on a process to
progressively incorporate them into the NMW over a period of time.
3. A clear definition is required for learnerships – see attached.

6

Although their other calculation in the same presentation was much lower: R1,3 billion.
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3.11

Wage inequality

As outlined at the outset, a new wage policy requires the NMW to be connected to a coherent strategy
to address wage inequality.
Section 8 c) of the NMW Bill transfers the functions of the ECC to implement section 27 of the Employment
Equity Act to the NMW Commission namely to “(c) investigate income differentials and recommend
benchmarks for proportionate income differentials”. Recall that this, irrationally, is done at the same time
as the provisions to amend SDs is substantially weakened.
The problem with this is that Section 27 is a weak section, which was never implemented, needs
clarification particularly on its vertical application, and has no sanctions for non-compliance. Sanctions
could be introduced in the form of an amendment to Section 27. The EEA has to be amended in any event
with the introduction of the NMW Bill, and certain amendments were tabled for discussion in a Nedlac
committee. This matter should be dealt with when the EEA is amended.
Section 11 e) mandates the commission to “advise the Minister on measures to reduce income
differentials”. We support Labour’s proposal to introduce a ratio between the top 5% and bottom 5% of
earners, as did the Expert panel appointed by the then Deputy President, and a broader package of
measures to combat wage inequality. The requirement to set a ratio can be incorporated into Section 11
c).
The third element is a comprehensive policy package of measures on wage inequality. The NMW February
2017 agreement agreed that a Nedlac Committee would discuss a package of measures to combat wage
inequality. This has not been done and the Select Committee could request Nedlac and the COP to
expedite this matter, or alternatively instruct the NMW Commission to table its proposals within an
agreed timeframe.
Recommendations
1. An amendment to Section 27 of the Employment Equity Act to clarify it and give it teeth – this can be
done after the NMW Bill is agreed;
2. An amendment to Section 11 c) of the NMW Bill to include provision for a wage ratio – see attached;
3. Discussions of a policy package by Nedlac for presentation to the Commission in mid-2018, or to
require the Commission to discuss this directly.

3.12

Enforcement, penalties and incentives

There are various aspects relating to the issue of enforcement which are dealt with in the BCEA
amendment Bill – the bulk of the Bill Sections 6 -19 deals with issues of monitoring, compliance, disputes,
penalties, the role of labour inspectors, the CCMA, Labour Court etc.
There is a lot of detail on the above, but they fall short in a number of principle ways:
1. Penalties: there must be serious and progressively increased penalties for repeat offenders, with
criminalisation of serial offenders. While it doesn’t go far enough we welcome the amendment by the NA
of Section 20 of the BCEA amendment Bill providing for increased penalties for repeat offenders. However,
the matter of criminal sanctions still needs to be addressed.
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2. Access to government tenders and incentives must be dependent on compliance with the NMW, and
other labour legislation, and eligibility for these should require a certificate of compliance. While
government had committed to make this a requirement for tenders this is not captured in the Bills.
3. If the fast-tracked role for the CCMA is to be supported, the Labour Court must not duplicate the role
of the CCMA, and the CCMA must be given the necessary powers and resources.
4. The need for scaling up and proper resourcing of the DOL inspectorate.
Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adequate penalties need to be contained in the Bill – see proposed amendments attached;
A compliance certificate required for eligibility for tenders – see proposed amendments attached;
The CCMA must be given the necessary powers and resources;
Scaling up and proper resourcing of the DOL inspectorate.

3.13

Exemptions

There are two major concerns in the NMW Bill provisions on exemptions.
First, the Bill S 15 (1) provides that: “An employer or an employers’ organization … on behalf of a member
may apply for an exemption”. It has always been clearly understood that the purpose of exemptions is for
individual employers to show that there are exceptional circumstances requiring a temporary exemption.
The notion of employers applying collectively for their members defeats this intention. Even if its done by
the organisations separately for each employer, it is likely that this will produce a machine designed to
undermine the NMW, just as the organisation Cofesa became a facility for labour brokers to frustrate the
labour legislation.
Second, the notion of collective exemptions actually constitute disguised exclusions. If such a phase in
arrangement is to be agreed for a group of employers, sector or subsector, it should be through upfront,
negotiated arrangement through the Bargaining Councils, and agreed before the law comes into effect.
The NMW Bill S16 provides that the Minister must make regulations on exemptions containing various
details. Problematically, certain aspects are missing, e.g. the requirement to submit financial statements
(a current requirement with SDs). And there is no requirement for the Minister to table the regulations at
Nedlac, only to first consult before drafting the Regulations.
Recommendations
1. The reference to employers organisations should be removed.
2. If the details are to be contained in regulations, the law needs to specify the key elements which must
be contained in the regulations, including the requirement to submit financial statements.
3. The Minister must table draft regulations at Nedlac.

3.14

Role of the NMW Commission

A number of issues are raised above relating to the important role of the NMW Commission, in terms of
progressively improving the NMW, establishing and achieving the medium-term target, overseeing
sectoral determinations, and implementing a strategy to address wage inequality.
In order to do all these things effectively, the Commission needs to have:
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•
•
•
•

The necessary mandate in the Bills;
Proper resources, including a dedicated budget, and capacity to implement its mandate, do the
research and so on;
Independence from the Department of Labour;
Sufficient authority and weight to ensure that it is not reduced to a mere advisory body.

Recommendations
1. There are a range of issues which impact on the role of the Commission, which have been dealt with
in this submission, which suggest that concerns about the lack of the necessary powers, and mandate
of the Commission need to be dealt with in the legislation – proposals are attached.
2. In its report to Parliament, it would be important for the Committee to identify areas where the
Commission needs to be capacitated and given adequate resources, similarly with the CCMA and DOL
inspectorate.

4. Conclusion
This submission has highlighted serious deficiencies in the Bills as they currently stand. In particular, we
have argued that the various parts of the NMW cannot be viewed in isolation to one another and that the
NMW must be viewed as a package; the current package falls short. The deficiencies are not simply
technical in nature but go to the heart of the purpose of the NMW and whether the legislation in its
current form gives expression to that purpose.
Those intentions are noble in character and reflect the commitment of the government, ruling party and
various social partners to give expression to the long-standing objective of a 'better life for all'. In
particular, the NMW seeks to contribute towards changing the existing wage structure - inherited from
apartheid South Africa - as part of the structural transformation of the economy.
It would be a tragedy for these objectives to not be given full expression in this landmark piece of labour
market legislation. The Select Committee must therefore shoulder the weighty burden of correcting
where the social partners and DoL, as well as the Portfolio Committee have fallen short.
If implemented correctly, the NMW has the potential to contribute towards reducing poverty and
inequality, ensuring social stability and playing a transformative role in South Africa.
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5. Appendices
Appendix 1: Formal sector workers in key sectors earning less than R20 p/h in October 2016 7:

7

Graphic supplied by Wits NMW Research Initiative
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Appendix 2: Wits NMW RI press release
Department of Labour conduct in parliament undermines a
meaningful national minimum wage package
Press release from National Minimum Wage Research Initiative, University of the
Witwatersrand
14-05-2018
The Parliamentary Labour Portfolio Committee reconvened on Wednesday 9 May
2018 to consider amendments to the National Minimum Wage (NMW) Bill and further
amendments to the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA) and Labour Relations
Act (LRA).
The Department of Labour (DoL), which played a dominant role in the redrafting
process, has, in a number of instances, either ignored the letter or spirit of decisions
taken by the Portfolio Committee (PC). This follows their selective presentation of
certain issues to the PC suggesting a pursuit of particular outcomes that ignore critical
concerns raised by the public and social partners, and thereby undermining the ability
of the Committee to conduct a balanced engagement on the Bills before them.
This comes on top of the DoL’s sidelining of a number of aspects of the February 2017
national minimum wage Nedlac agreement between the social partners. In key
instances they have weakened the protections the national minimum wage (NMW)
seeks to provide workers.
Dr Gilad Isaacs, coordinator of the Wits National Minimum Wage Research Initiative
notes:
“As a research project within a university we have offered only very limited comment
on the actions of the social partners throughout the process and have focused our
energy on providing evidence and policy suggestions. However, the manner in which
the Department of Labour has used the Parliamentary process to advance its own
preferred outcomes cannot go unnoted.”
The Department’s amendments undermine the instruction from the PC to reinstate
the role of sectoral determinations (SDs), ignore the agreement to include the twoyear deadline by which the lower domestic and agricultural worker levels must be
raised to the NMW (subject to research not indicating otherwise), and reduce the
independence of the NMW Commission. The Bills remain weaker than the Nedlac
agreement regarding protecting the real value of the national minimum wage (i.e.
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ensuring yearly increases) and in implementing a meaningful medium-term target. A number of
other issues, including the exemption process, remain concerning. Limited improvements made
to the Bills (such as increased fines for repeated offences) are outweighed by these concerns.
Key issues include:
•

Sectoral determinations: After enormous opposition from the DoL the PC resolved the NMW
Commission must be empowered to update existing SDs and institute new ones. This
appears in the amendments but in the weakest possible form.
The Bill, for example, does not stipulate regular reviews of SDs must be undertaken, as is
mandated for the NMW. Further, Section 51(3) of the BCEA amendments stipulates that SD
wages must increase proportionally to adjustment to the NMW, indicating a desire to not
manually review and alter SDs. This is a reversion to the original position of the DoL that
sought to phase out the use of the SDs. Regarding instituting new SDs, the Bill leaves it up to
the Minister to trigger the investigation needed to create a new SD rather than allowing the
Commission discretion to do this off its own bat, thus potentially limiting the institution of
new SDs. This undermines the Commission’s ability to co-ordinate a coherent wage policy
using the NMW and SDs in tandem.

•

Phasing out lower tiers: Both the Nedlac agreement and PC agree that the lower levels for
domestic workers and farm workers should fall away after two years unless research
indicates otherwise. This agreement was supposed to be reflected in the amendments, but,
despite the issue being raised with the DoL, it does not.

•

The independence of the NMW Commission: While the DoL touted the importance of the
independence of the Commission in their Parliamentary engagement, their drafting of the
legislation moves in the opposite direction. This is despite all social partners and the PC
stressing the value of independence and the international evidence overwhelming indicating
that the most effective commissions have operational autonomy from government
departments. An Achilles heel of the existing Employment Conditions Commission has been
its lack of resources.
The PC agreed that the Commission secretariat will be housed within the DoL but the
amendments have further subordinated the Commission to the Department. The
Commission no longer has its own budget appropriated by Parliament but now must have
funds defrayed from the DoL at their discretion. The Commission has limited operational
authority over the Secretariat despite the Parliamentary Law Advisor flagging this as
concerning during the PC’s deliberations. This will potentially impact the Commission’s
autonomy to undertake research, implement complex aspects of its mandate, such as setting
a medium term target, and to independently manage its affairs, and is most concerning
regarding its role in amending and adding SDs, as noted above.
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•

Annual increase: The NMW Bill does not guarantee, or even promote, an annual increase.
This was agreed to by the PC but the DoL’s position on this violates the Nedlac agreement
which noted: “It is specifically agreed that the adjustment should not lead to the erosion of
the value of the NMW taking into account all of the above factors.” The Bill only instructs the
Commission to “consider” as one amongst other factors “retaining the value of the minimum
wage” rather than as a factor that should be specifically promoted subject to considering
other factors.

•

The medium-term target: The medium-term target offered Government a perfect means of
compensating for the perceived low level of the NMW – they could have said “we’re starting
at R20 but we have an ambitious framework to increase this through the medium-term
target”. However, the medium-term target in the Bill is a damp squib.
The medium-term target must only be set within 3 years, with no mention of what
benchmarks to use or when it must be implemented by – if the target is only reached 3-5
years after it is set, then, in the current formulation, it could take until 2026! On the sidelines
of the PC a minimal improvement was accepted by the DoL – changing “within three years”
to “within two years” – although when the PC opposed this the DoL put up no resistance.
The Nedlac February agreement reads: “The NMW Commission to be established will, as part
of its mandate, establish a medium term aspirational target for the NMW and take into
account appropriate benchmarks and International Labour Organization (ILO) guidelines.”
The lack of guidance given to the Commission on establishing the target may lead to the sort
of paralysis that characterised the NMW negotiations.

•

Expanded Public Works Programme: As we’ve noted repeatedly the EPWP R11 per hour is
extremely low, but it is even weaker than the Nedlac report which stipulates the level at 55%
of the NMW thereby implying that it should at least increase in line with the NMW – no such
stipulation is contained in the Bill.

•

Exemptions: The ability of employer organisations to apply for exemptions on behalf of their
members has been opposed by a range of organisations on the basis that it risks creating a
sophisticated conveyer belt of applications. The Nedlac agreement notes that businesses
should apply and that it is government departments that must be “fully equipped to provide
the necessary assistance” – we have previously argued such assistance should be offered by
the DoL.
• The DoL has touted their changing of Section 15(1) “on behalf of their members” to “on
behalf of a member” as responding to these objections. This is completely disingenuous,
does not address the concerns raised, and was a change suggested, during the deliberations,
by the Parliamentary Law Advisor as a narrow technical correction.
Further, there is no framework for the exemption regulations (i.e. stipulating broadly what
the Minister should take into account when making regulations) as there is in Section 50 of
BCEA regarding current exemption mechanisms.
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It is worth noting that exemptions from the NMW are rare internationally and already
abused in South Africa.
•

Timeframes: All timeframes for promulgation, reviews and amendments to the level have
been removed and it is unclear when the NMW Commission will start operating. Some
flexibility is understandable given the failure to meet the 1 May 2018 deadline but it creates
a great degree of uncertainty. It is essential for predictability in this respect as changes to
the NMW will also impact other wages and collective bargaining in the economy. Therefore
new target dates should be transparently stipulated.

•

Guaranteed minimum hours of work: Guaranteeing workers must be paid for four hours of
work even if they work less is an international innovation and a win for workers. However, it
is marred by ignoring the Nedlac Committee of Principles agreement that the Commission
must investigate the feasibility of increasing the minimum number of hours from four to five,
something which was captured in an earlier draft of the Bill.

•

Employer contributions: During the PC deliberations the DoL noted they did not object to
specifically excluding employee contributions from counting towards the NMW (subject to
checking how this relates to Pension and UIF Acts), requiring an addition to 5(1) along the
lines of “employer contributions to medical aid schemes, or retirement funds”. This does not
appear in the amended Bill.

The national minimum wage has been promoted since 2014 as the first step in a multi-pronged
strategy to reduce wage inequality, including engagement on issues such as setting wage ratios
and tightening up Section 27 of the Employment Equity Act on disproportionate income
differentials to ensure implementation. This has not found expression in this round of the
process. We therefore call on a the President to announce the next steps in this engagement and
for the Labour Portfolio Committee to mandate that Nedlac and the DoL must report on progress
in this regard before the end of the 2018.
Further, we call on all those involved, in both Parliament and Government, to amend the Bills to
ensure they offer maximum protection to workers and a strong, independent and well-resourced
Commission to oversee this critical policy intervention.
For further enquiries contact:
Dr Gilad Isaacs
082 786 2473
gilad.isaacs@wits.ac.za
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Appendix 3: proposed amendments to the NMW Bill and BCEA
Amendment Bill
1. National Minimum Wage Bill
PREAMBLE
Noting the high levels of working poverty in the country;
Noting the need to eradicate poverty and inequality;
Acknowledging the need to promote fair and effective competition in the labour
market and labour market stability by eradicating exploitative practices;
Purpose of Act
2. The purpose of the Act is to advance equitable economic development and social
justice by –
(a) improving the wages of lowest paid workers;
(b) protecting workers from unreasonably low wages and working poverty;
(c) promoting improved wages which take into account the needs of workers and
their families;
(d) preserving and improving the value of the national minimum wage;
(e) promoting collective bargaining
(f) supporting economic policy
(g) reducing wage inequality
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CHAPTER 2: NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE
National minimum wage
Note: clauses dealing with the May 1 timeframe need to be amended in line with the
revised dates which are still to be finalised
4.
(9)

No wages or conditions of workers prescribed by Sectoral Determinations or
Bargaining Council Agreements, or private contracts, which are more favourable
than the NMW, may be unilaterally decreased after, or in anticipation of, the
introduction of the NMW.

(10) Sections 32…
Calculation of wage
5.
(1)

Notwithstanding any contract, collective agreement or law to the contrary, the
calculation of a wage in terms of this Act is the amount payable in money for ordinary
hours of work excluding –
(d) employer contributions to UIF, medical aid schemes, or retirement funds;
(e) any other prescribed category of payment

(2)

Subject to section 9A of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 8, and the
transitional provisions in Section 16, worker is entitled to receive the minimum wage
for the number of hours that the worker works on any day, but may not be paid for
less than four hours work on any day,

8

We are making this proposal subject to the understanding that the provision for an investigation by the
commission on moving to 5 hours will be contained in the Bills
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Annual review
6.
(3)

The Commission must forward a report on its review and its recommendations for
the next year to the Minister by 31 October of each year. The first report must be
concluded by XXX 2018.
[Note: date must be determined]

7. Conduct of annual review
For the purposes of conducting an annual review and recommending adjustments,
the Commission must –
(a) promote(i) the medium term targets referred to in section 8(d);
(ii) the eradication of working poverty, and exploitative employment practices;
(iii) progressive improvement in the real value of the national minimum wage;
(iv) the reduction of wage differentials and inequality; and
(b) consider(i) inflation experienced by low income people;
(ii) minimum living levels which quantify the basic needs of workers and their
families;
(iii) wage levels conditions of employment and collective bargaining outcomes;
(iv) the health and safety and welfare of workers;
(ix) the likely impact of the recommended adjustment on employment given the
verifiable employment impact of previous national minimum wage
increases, considered in conjunction with other economic factors [OR
DELETE ];
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CHAPTER 3: NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE COMMISSION
Establishment of Commission
8. The National Minimum Wage Commission is hereby established, and replaces the
Employment Conditions Commission.

Appointment and termination of appointment of members of Commission
10.
(4)

Termination of appointment may be effected in any of the following manner:
(d) A Constituency requests the Minister in writing to remove a member or
members nominated by them

Functions of Commission
11. The functions of the Commission are to –
(a) review the national minimum wage and sectoral determinations and recommend
annual adjustments;
(b) investigate and report annually to the Minister on the impact of the national
minimum wage on wage levels, the economy, working poverty, collective
bargaining and the reduction in income differentials and make such
information available to the public;
(c) by January 2019 investigate income differentials and recommend
benchmarks

for

proportionate

income

differentials 9,

including

recommendation of a ratio between the top and bottom groups of earners;

9

Amendments need to be made to the Employment Equity Act to deal with current flaws in Section 27.
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(d) set a medium term target for the national minimum wage [within 3 years]
which will stipulate the level which the national minimum wage must achieve
within 3-5 years of its introduction . The medium term target should take into
account appropriate benchmarks and relevant International Labour
Organisation instruments ;
(e) advise the Minister on further measures to reduce income differentials or any
other matter on which the Minister requests the Commission’s advice; and
(f) oversee the functioning of the Commission Secretariat.

Secretariat of Commission
13.
(1)Subject to the laws governing the public service, the Minister must provide the
Commission with a secretariat to perform the following functions:
(c) The monitoring and evaluation of the impact of the national minimum wage
and sectoral determinations [on the economy and the reduction of income
differentials], in achieving the purposes of this Act.
(2) The Minister must request the relevant government departments and agencies
to provide the Commission and the Secretariat with relevant data, including on
exemptions, levels of compliance and enforcement, and wage levels in the economy
Funds of Commission
14. The funds of the Commission consist of money defrayed from the budget vote of the
Department. money appropriated by Parliament for the purposes set out in this Act.
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CHAPTER 4: GENERAL
Exemptions
15. (1) An employer [: or an employers’ organization registered in terms of section 96 of
the Labour Relations Act, or any other law, acting … on behalf of a member] may in the
prescribed form and manner apply for an exemption from paying the national minimum
wage.
(2) An exemption granted in terms of this section(c)

must first require employers to submit financial statements in support of their

application.
(d) must first require employers to consult trade unions and/or workers, where no trade
union exists in the relevant workplace, on the exemption application
(e) may contain any other relevant conditions.
Regulations
16 (1) The Minister [may], after consulting NEDLAC and when appropriate after consulting
the Commission, must make regulations10 relating to(d) The form and manner in which exemptions must be made in terms of section
15(1)[which include] and must contain–
(iii) the obligations on employers to consult with employees [or] and trade
unions concerning an exemption application;
(iv) requirements for employers to submit financial statements in support of their
application;
(v) criteria…

10

A clear and comprehensive framework for exemptions must be contained in the Bill. The Regulation must only
deal with the detail
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17. Transitional provisions11
(1) The Commission must(a) investigate the feasibility of increasing the minimum daily wage payment in
terms of section 9A of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act from four to five
hours;
(b) investigate the feasibility of introducing a premium payment for workers
working for less than 8 hours on a particular day
(c) report to NEDLAC before 1 January 2019 on whether these changes should
be implemented from 1 May 2019.
Short Title and Commencement
1812
(4) Section 4(6) and section 4 (7) take retrospective effect from 1 May 2017.

SCHEDULE

NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE
1

Subject to item 2, the national minimum wage is R20 for each ordinary hour
worked, from XXX 2018 to 30 April 2019.
Note: date to be determined

11
12

This is a new section
The current 17
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2

Insert illustrative table which shows the weekly and monthly calculation of the national
minimum wage for 40 and 45 hours, as previously done, and undertaken by government
in the negotiations

3

Despite item 1 –
(c) workers employed on an expanded public works programme are entitled to a
minimum wage of R12 per hour from 1 May 2018;

4. The Commission will propose a schedule of increases for items 2a) and 2b) to phase
them into the hourly rate for the national minimum wage by May 2020. Any proposal for
a longer phase in period for these sectors will have to be based on compelling evidence
as to why this is necessary.

SCHEDULE 2: LEARNERSHIP ALLOWANCES

1. For the purposes of this schedule… “Learner”
(c) is someone who was not in the employment of the employer party to the
learnership agreement when the agreement was concluded
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II. Proposed Amendments to The Basic Conditions of Employment Act
Daily wage payment
9 A.
(3)

The minimum daily payment for hours worked will be subject to the investigation to
be conducted by the National Minimum Wage commission, as set out in Section 17
of the National Minimum Wage Act.

Amendment of section 68 of Act 75 of 1997 13
Insertion of section 76A in Act 75 of 1997
(2)

The principal Act is amended by the insertion of the following sections after
section 76:

“76A Fine for not complying with national minimum wage
(3) In addition to these fines, it will be a criminal offence for an employer to contravene
this section four or more times within a specified time period. A schedule of penalties for
such offences will be published in terms of Section 93 of this Act. 14
(4) An employer who fails to pay the national minimum wage on more than one occasion
will not be eligible to apply for state contracts or incentives, and it will be a condition of all

13

These and other sections of the Act giving additional responsibilities to the CCMA, require additional resources
and capacity. The memorandum of agreement accompanying the Bills need to specify a commitment to release
the necessary resources in this regard. In addition to beefing up the Labour Inspectorate
14
If it is not possible to introduce these offences through regulation, then they should be introduced in the
parliamentary process.
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state incentives and contracts that the state will be entitled to cancel such arrangements
in the event of such violations.
(f) Only employers who have compliance certificates from Bargaining Councils, or other
designated institutions, reflecting their compliance with minimum wages and conditions
will be eligible15 to:
i)
ii)

supply government or SOEs with goods or services
receive incentives, loans and other support measures from government or

DFIs
iii)

receive discretionary funding from SETAs

Transitional provisions
24. (4)

The minimum wages and conditions in a sectoral determination and the

remuneration and associated benefits based on those wages will be reviewed
annually by the National Minimum Wage Commission, which will recommend to the
Minister the alteration, deletion, or inclusion of conditions of work and an increase
in respect of minimum wages 16.

15
16

If necessary this provision can be contained in other legislation
These transitional provisions could be inserted above- in the main body of the Bill.
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